
IBS SOLID
WALL PANEL

AZ MEGA PLUS GROUP is a home 
ground brand and company specialist in 
IBS Lightweight Solid Wall Panel System. 
IBS key vision was simply ‘looking 
alternative’ to address the big demand 
for the shorter constriction lead time and 
a higher built quality in the fast growing 
building.
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3 Weight Reduction
A very light-weight system, the board used is only 
1/3-1/5 of the weight of a 120mm masonry + 
double sided plaster wall. The board density is 
750-800/m  and the weight of 75mm thick wall is 
60kg/2m .3

3

1 IBS Lightweigh Solid Wall Panel System is 
a 2 hours fire resistant property 
non-flammable wal partition system, 
preventing fire arrogation, allowing more 
time for evacuation and dousing out fire.

Fire Resistant

2 Made of fiber cement board, the system 
has excellent wetland moisture 
resistance, allowing it to be used in 
high-moisture areas, such as kitchen, 
washroom and basement.

Water Resistant

4 The system enhances the building envelope making 
the indoor environment more comfortable and 
energy saving while eliminating thermal bridging an 
optimizing insulation.

Thermal Insulation

TOP
FEATURES

5 The system reduces the building cost of structure 
and basis tremendously as it ensures better cost 
margin, higher material utilisation, lower wastage and 
maximizing the size area.

Cost Effective
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The bump slot and internal composition of material 
that connect to the wall panel system are both 
sound-absorbing and soundproof. The system also 
reduces indoor noise level effectively.

Sound Insulation

Due to its light nature and ease of use, its installation 
time is significantly low, reducing building time and 
labor cost.

Cost of Labour

IBS lightweights solid wall panel systems suitable for high-rise and/ or low - rise building 
construction as :

AZ Mega Plus IBS Lightweight 
Solid Wall Panel System, a 
complete solution for Building 
Construction of an Industrialized 

School
Factory
Military Building
Sport Complex

Offices
Residential Tower
and Apartment
Shopping Mall
Modular House
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